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Ip Man 2 sets up the same old problem for most of the movie: how to entertain
the audience without being overly simplistic. Is it just wrong to say that is way

more fun to watch these guys in action than an origin story? Isn't it time to
move on to bigger and better things? Ip Man 2 finally answers that question

with a twist ending that feels more rooted in the movie's premise and the story
it's telling. It's a fitting conclusion to a movie that has a great amount of heart,
is ridiculously entertaining, and makes me want to know more about Ip Man.
The first Ip Man movie (1965) was a tale of a family man who is inspired to

learn kung fu after befriending a Shaolin monk (Wong Chang). Ip Man 2 (1986)
is the story of his son (Jet Li) and his apprentices (Jackie Chan, Yuen Biao) as

they pass on the family kung fu style to a new generation. Ip Man 3 (2008) is a
spin-off of the first two and shows the family clan continuing to master their
skills as they search for their hidden island home in Hong Kong where their

ancestors studied. The martial art styles and hero of Ip Man cannot be found
all in one film. Even if the Ip Man series was the star of a movie, that doesn't

make the movie a classic martial-arts. I've listed here only the films that have
characters who study the martial art styles of Ip Man. There are Ip Man movies
that feature Ip Man, but they are Kung Fu movies that are too loosely based on

his life. Most of the Ip Man movies have one thing in common: the style of
fighting system used is kung fu. Kung fu is a hybrid martial art that drew from

several styles, but all variations share the idea of employing weapons to
attack. Kung fu is the most popular style in Asia and Ip Man was one of its

pioneers. The best Ip Man films are those that feature kung fu and these must
be watched in order to appreciate the best of the martial art. Some of the Ip
Man movies are kung fu-influenced, but they feature non-traditional forms of

kung fu like Jeet Kune Do, Wing Chun, and a style later given the name San Da
(or San Dim Mak).
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He takes refuge in the drug addicts brothers restaurant. Kits sister Kwan
wanting to convert to a legal business operator visits Tin-Chi to compensate
him with money. He refuses to accept it. Kit wanting to liberate himself from
his sisters shadows forcefully overdoses and kills the drug addict in a back
alley. Ip Man 2 is a reminder of the pleasure of classic martial-arts films in
which skilled athletes performed many of their own stunts. In its direct and
sincere approach, it's a rebuke to the frenzied editing that reduces so many

recent action movies into incomprehensible confusion. I'm not saying
deceiving camera angles and crafty stunt work aren't involved in the fight

scenes here, but basically we see fighters in real time and space. That
enormously increases the impact. Hi to whom are brawsing my linkedin,Here is
Betsy, an outgoing girl after 90's, loving travelling, music, movies and so on. It
is not easy to meet each other in such a big world. Do not hesitate to contact
me for anything not only concerning the buisiness.Looking forward to being
friends with you!Betsy ^.^ Where it just doesn't make sense to have grand

climactic scenes with a dizzying array of fighters, in the epic finale of the first
Ip Man movie, we see Wilson Yip, the director, enter a huge cage for the final
fight, and that might remind you of Shia LaBeouf who scored a huge surprise
hit with the 2014 movie Indiana Jones and the Temple of Doom. Yip brings the

same certainty and love for the genre with a film that's as long as it is well-
done. 5ec8ef588b
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